Be a Better Learner!

Reflect

- I can...
- I enjoyed...
- I learnt...
- I'm good at...
- I don't understand...

Collaborate

- Listen carefully during group discussions
- Share your ideas
- Ask deeper questions (How...? Why...? What if...?)
- Be a team player
- Help your partner

Find solutions

- Ask your partner / a friend / your teacher
- Think of something that has helped you before
- Look in your notebook for a similar task
- Move on and come back to it later
- Apply learning strategies to different situations

Ask yourself questions

- What’s my goal?
- Where can I find help?
- How can I improve?
- Am I trying my best?
- What could I do differently?

Be independent

- Notice how your classmates do things
- Use success criteria
- Learn from your mistakes
- Know your strengths
- Keep a learning diary